The recently developed Monte-Carlo code ERO2.0 is applied to the modelling of limited and diverted discharges at JET with the ITER-like wall (ILW). The global beryllium (Be) erosion and deposition is simulated and compared to experimental results from passive spectroscopy. For the limiter configuration, it is demonstrated that Be self-sputtering is an important contributor (at least 35%) to the Be erosion. Taking this contribution into account, the ERO2.0 modelling confirms previous evidence that high deuterium (D) surface concentrations of up to ∼ 50% atomic fraction provide a reasonable estimate of Be erosion in plasma-wetted areas. For the divertor configuration, it is shown that drifts can have a high impact on the scrape-off layer plasma flows, which in turn affect global Be transport by entrainment and lead to increased migration into the inner divertor. The modelling of the effective erosion yield for different operational phases (ohmic, L-and H-mode) agrees with experimental values within a factor of two, and confirms that the effective erosion yield decreases with increasing heating power and confinement.
Introduction
The JET ITER-like wall (ILW) is an ideal test bed for ITER-relevant studies of main chamber beryllium (Be) erosion and its migration into the tungsten (W) divertor [1] . Be erosion can limit the lifetime of the respective main chamber wall components [2] . Migration of Be impurities into the divertor can lead to W erosion [3] as well as fuel retention by co-deposition [1, [4] [5] [6] .
The new Monte-Carlo code ERO2.0 has been recently applied to the modelling of Be erosion and migration in JET-ILW limiter plasmas [7] . It has been demonstrated that due to massive parallelization and other technical improvements, ERO2.0 is capable of simulating the three-dimensionally (3D) shaped wall of the entire torus. This "global" modelling approach reduces uncertainties of the "local" one pursued with the previous code version ERO1.0, in which only a few adjacent Be limiter tiles are simulated [8] . In particular, the concentration and charge state distribution of intrinsic Be impurities in the plasma are now a result of the code, which allows a self-consistent treatment of Be transport and self-sputtering. Furthermore, the increased simulation volume allows the validation with a larger number and variety of experimental diagnostics, situated at different locations. These include two-dimensional (2D) camera images (infra-red for heat flux and filtered Be I, Be II line or BeD band emission for particle fluxes) as well as line-of-sight (LOS) integrated spectroscopy chords.
In the present contribution, we focus on experimental verification of ERO2.0 using a particular horizontal spectroscopy LOS and 2D camera images of Be II emission in the divertor view. We examine the Be erosion for different plasma conditions in limiter configuration, paying special attention to the contribution of self-sputtering. We also study the effect of deuterium (D) concentration in the Be surface interaction layer on the erosion. Furthermore, we present the first ERO2.0 modelling of JET-ILW discharges in divertor configuration. We compare the total Be erosion in limiter and divertor configuration for different heating power and operational phases (ohmic, L-and H-mode). described e.g. in [9] . Both ERO1.0 and ERO2.0 simulate plasma-wall interaction (PWI) for specific plasma-facing components (PFCs), taking into account edge impurity transport (leading to re-erosion and re-deposition) by calculating test particle trajectories. The relevant changes between the two codes are described in [7] , with the increased simulation volumes (covering an entire tokamak plasma edge in 3D) used in ERO2.0 being the most significant change. The main ingredients for the present ERO2.0 modelling are:
• the plasma background (PBG). • the wall model. • the basic PWI data and models.
• the impurity transport model.
The PBG contains the spatial distribution of electromagnetic fields and density, temperature and flow velocity of electrons and ions. It is obtained as an external input from other codes. PBGs, which are typically provided on field-aligned grids in the (R, z)-plane, are transformed by inter-/extrapolation and stored in ERO2.0 on a simple rectangular grid in the (R, z)-plane, so that they can be quickly accessed using bilinear interpolation during the simulation. In this work, the grid extents are chosen large enough to cover the JET-ILW limiters and divertor. A grid resolution of ∼ 1cm is used, which is sufficient to resolve the details. Toroidal symmetry is assumed.
The wall model is the 3D geometry and material distribution of the PFCs. The wall model of JET-ILW used in ERO2.0 is described in [7] . Note that currently the wall is treated as static in ERO2.0, so that Be limiter tiles and W divertor tiles are treated as pure throughout the simulation. To account for material mixing, one could use the homogeneous mixing model (HMM) or coupling to the binary-collision approximation (BCA) code SDTrimSP as described for ERO1.0 [10] .
The basic PWI data are for instance the parametrized sputtering yields and reflection coefficients, which are obtained from BCA or molecular dynamics (MD) codes [11] . Similar to the local ERO1.0 modelling described in [8] , we use two extreme assumptions about the atomic fraction of D in the Be surface, namely (1) 0% D ("ERO-max", leading to the highest erosion) and (2) 50% D atomic fraction ("EROmin", leading to lower Be erosion due to dilution effects [12] ). The second assumption is motivated by observations in the literature of Be efficiently retaining implanted or co-deposited fuel. The assumed concentration of 50% D, or D/Be = 1, can be seen as an upper limit to the highest concentrations observed in experiments (D/Be = 0.5 [13] ) and multi-scale modelling (D/Be = 1 [14, 15] ).
The impurity transport is modelled in a kinetic picture using the trace impurity approximation: an ensemble of independent test particle trajectories (here: 10 6 ) is simulated, which are solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation [16, p. 20] . Each test particle is weighted to represent a certain number of real sputtered particles [17, 18] . After each impact on the wall, a test particle retains only a fraction of its initial weight, determined by the reflection coefficient. After its weight falls below a threshold (chosen here as 1% of its initial value), the test particle's trajectory calculation is stopped. The trajectories of additional particles created by self-sputtering during the impacts are followed iteratively, until the erosion rate converges. The test particles are assumed to start as neutrals, with an initial velocity stochastically sampled from the cosine and Thompson distributions for the angle and energy, respectively [11, p. 235] .
Their 3D trajectories are simulated taking into account ionization and recombination, with the corresponding rates obtained from the Atomic Data and Analysis Structure (ADAS) [19] . The gyro-orbits of ions are fully resolved using the Boris algorithm [20] , so that × E B or × B B drifts and electric field forces (especially in the sheath) are automatically accounted for. The sheath electric field is calculated on the fly using an analytic expression described in [21] , while other field components are currently neglected.
Coulomb collisions are modelled by friction and diffusion terms in the Fokker-Planck equation, so that effects such as entrainment of test particles with scrape-off layer (SOL) flows present in the PBG are included. Anomalous transport is taken into account by an additional diffusive term, with a constant diffusion coefficient = D 1m 2 /s assumed throughout the simulations in this paper.
Note that in ERO1.0, most test particles leave the simulation volume boundaries and are "lost" (except for heavy atoms like W, which are strongly affected by prompt deposition [9] ). A particular advantage of ERO2.0 is that no particles are lost since the simulation volume covers the entire plasma edge and the material migration is treated "globally".
In the following two sections, ERO2.0 is applied to JET-ILW discharges in limiter and divertor configuration. The different plasma conditions are entirely determined by the input PBGs. Other parameter variations are (1) the two different D surface content assumptions and (2) the switching on and off of self-sputtering in Section 3.
Be erosion in limiter configuration
In this section, we focus on the JET-ILW experiment described in [22] . The Be erosion yield is spectroscopically determined using a series of ohmic limited discharges with identical magnetic configuration. The plasma contact point is on the Be inner wall (IW) limiter. The gas fuelling rate is varied, resulting in a variation of the electron density and temperature. The spectroscopy LOS is horizontal and directed on a Be IW limiter tile close to the midplane [23] . In Fig. 1 , the black squares show the total effective Be sputtering yield Y eff tot . It is for simplicity denoted as "effective yield" in the following text (not to confuse with the distribution-averaged effective yields as defined in [8] ). The effective yield is experimentally determined from the Be and D fluxes, which are calculated from the respective line emission intensities using ADAS inverse photon efficiencies (called S/XB) [19] . The S/XB values were calculated using local plasma parameters n e and T e which were obtained spectroscopically using Be II and Balmer line ratio analysis, as described in [22] . The effective yield values are plotted against the lineaveraged central electron density = × n 1.0 10 c e 19 m 3 -2.6 × 10 19 m 3 . The effective yield increases with decreasing density n c e . This reflects the dependence of the sputtering yield on the impact energy: at lower densities, the temperature is higher (since heating power and pressure remain constant), which leads to a higher average particle impact energy and sputtering yield. It is possible to estimate the local temperature from Be II line ratios [22] . According to the ERO2.0 simulations, the Be + cloud has a width of 4cm 5cm with a peak at about 1cm above the surface, which means that the given T e values should be somewhat larger than the actual values at the surface.
The experimentally determined effective yield in Fig. 1 contains physical sputtering contributions from different impacting particles: D ions, Be ions (self-sputtering) and D charge-exchange neutrals (CXN). The last contribution is negligible for the plasma-wetted surface areas studied here, though it is generally significant for diverted discharges, in particular for recessed ("shadowed") areas. Be self-sputtering is the dominant erosion mechanism in the area marked in Fig. 1 with the shaded patch, which corresponds to a low-density, high-temperature and Be-rich plasma (Z eff ∼ 4). This "self-sputtering regime" is outside the normal operational window of JET-ILW, where the limiter phase is limited in operational time and Z eff is less than 2 [24] . Only in experiments dedicated to the study of Be erosion, the full operational window is explored with intentionally high electron temperatures [22] . The effective yield also contains a contribution from chemically assisted physical sputtering (CAPS) with release of BeD molecules, which depends strongly on the Be surface temperature. At 200°C (the normal limiter temperature at JET-ILW achieved by active pre-heating), CAPS can account for about 1/3 of the erosion, while at higher temperatures ( ∼ 520°C) its contribution vanishes [1, 2, 22] .
For the ERO2.0 modelling, the input PBGs are based on experimentally measured upstream radial plasma profiles. As described in [25] , the downstream plasma parameters are calculated using the two-point model [26, p. 224 ], while interpolation along field lines is applied to obtain a full map in the (R, z)-plane. Four such PBGs are available for different plasma densities [27] . In order to obtain a PBG for each particular central density n c e modelled with ERO2.0 in Fig. 1 , the initial four PBGs are interpolated in n c e . In addition to the PBG variation, we investigate the influence of the assumed concentration of D implanted in the Be surface.
The major difference to the earlier ERO1.0 modelling described in [8, 27] is that the Be self-sputtering is treated here in a self-consistent way, since the transport of eroded Be particles is calculated not just locally, but in the entire plasma edge as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Note that the impurity transport is calculated in the plasma edge but not in the entire core region, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . A certain flux surface inside the core region is specified as an artificial boundary for test particles (here: at about 80% of the plasma minor radius). At this boundary, test particles are "reflected" towards the edge. It was found that this way, the computational time is reduced by a factor of 10, while the edge physics being in the focus of this work is not affected.
The modelling results for the Be effective yield Y eff tot are shown in artificially switched off are shown by the two dashed curves. In the lowdensity range and using the 0% D concentration assumption, selfsputtering is the dominant contribution to the total erosion. In the region marked by the shaded patch, self-sputtering is even more than 10 times higher than sputtering by D. In the high-density range and using the 50% D assumption, the contribution of self-sputtering is the lowest, but still constitutes about 35% of the total erosion. This shows that Be self-sputtering is an important erosion mechanism in the JET-ILW limiter configuration. Thus, the global modelling approach of ERO2.0 makes an important step forward towards a self-consistent description of the erosion, removing one of the major uncertainties of the previous local modelling approach. The concentration and charge state distributions of Be in the plasma, which are required to calculate the Be self-sputtering, are now a part of the modelling results and thus do not require additional assumptions. With this improvement, we can provide an update on the previous interpretation [8] of the Be erosion experiment at hand. We confirm that the 50% D assumption is the better estimate for plasma-wetted surface areas and high-density (low-temperature) plasma conditions, i.e. × n 2.5 10 c e 19 m 3 and T e ∼ 8 eV. These are also the more relevant conditions for the main chamber SOL in the divertor configuration (where there is a larger gap and thus a colder plasma at the first wall). However, the experimental curve is crossed by the lower modelled curve in the right part of the plot. This suggests that at densities above 2.5 × 10 19 m , 3 one needs to assume D concentrations higher than 50% in the modelling. Furthermore, the steep slope of the experimental curve cannot be explained solely by the two mechanisms of (1) sputtering yields increasing with electron temperature and (2) total erosion increasing due to self-sputtering. For this, one needs to assume a reduction of the D surface content with decreasing plasma density, which corresponds to a gradual transition from the lower to the upper modelled curve. This is plausible, since the lower density corresponds to a lower D flux, leading to reduced implantation. The lower density also corresponds to higher ion impact energies, leading to increased release of D trapped in the surface, as well as an increased surface temperature and thus outgassing.
An important source of uncertainty in the modelling is that the contribution of CAPS was neglected. The main difficulty for including CAPS lies in the lack of the basic erosion yield data in the relevant parameter space (e.g. impact angle and energy, surface temperature). The data can be obtained from numerically extensive models, such as the combined molecular dynamics and object-kinetic Monte-Carlo approach (MD-OKMC) [15] . Significant progress has been recently made in the incorporation of these data into ERO [2] .
A second source of uncertainty is the static description of the wall in the modelling, i.e. the surface temperature and D content in the surface are treated as constant, using the minimum and maximum estimates of 0% and 50%. Note that CAPS is particularly strongly affected by the surface temperature and D content [15] . The dynamics of fuel retention, affected by processes such as deposition and implantation, trapping and de-trapping, diffusion and desorption, could be treated using reaction-diffusion modelling. Codes that use this approach (e.g. TMAP [28] or CRDS [29] ) have been recently very successfully applied to the interpretation of thermal desorption spectra (TDS) in Be co-deposited layers [28] and single-crystalline Be [29] .
A third source of uncertainty is the usage of the test particle approximation. It becomes invalid for high impurity concentrations, i.e. for the shaded self-sputtering region in Fig. 1 with high Be concentrations. The modelling results should be taken with caution in that region, even though a good agreement with experimental data is observed for the 0% D assumption. E.g. in the most extreme case considered in the modelling, = × n 1.1 10 c e 19 m , 3 a very high effective charge Z eff ∼ 3.7 is found experimentally [27] . A detailed analysis of the plasma behaviour in the vicinity of strong impurity sources, and its impact on ERO modelling, is given in [30, 31] .
Finally and most importantly, the ERO simulation results are highly dependent on the input PBG. The calculated Be erosion flux is directly proportional to the impinging deuteron flux as well as the sputtering yields, which depend strongly on the local plasma temperature (impact energy) [2] . But also the simulation of Be transport is affected by the plasma parameters, mainly by the ionization rates [19] and the friction and diffusion coefficients [17] . In this section, the PBGs are based on experimental profiles from the JET reciprocating probe [32] and highresolution Thomson scattering (HRTS) [33] systems, which are measuring vertically from the top of the machine and at the outer midplane (OMP), respectively. They are well-verified at those diagnostic 
Be erosion in divertor configuration
For modelling the divertor configuration, we consider the Be monitoring discharge (reference JET pulse number #83393), which has been regularly executed since the start of ILW operation at JET to document the change of the impurity content [34] . The monitoring discharge features the following successive phases of operation: (1) ohmic limiter, (2) ohmic divertor, (3) L-mode and (4) H-mode phase. For this work, we currently neglect the effect of regular fast transients in the modelling, so-called edge localised modes (ELMs), in the H-mode phase and focus solely on the inter-ELM phase. Note that in contrast to W, Be has a low sputtering threshold and is eroded already by main plasma species during the intra-ELM phase. Therefore, and due to their short duration and small interaction areas on the wall, ELMs are not expected to have a significant impact on Be erosion.
The limiter phase of the monitoring discharge includes plasma contact on both inner and outer wall. The plasma shape for the IW contact phase is almost identical to the one used in the above-described Be erosion experiment, see Fig. 2 (a). The plasma shape for the divertor phases is indicated by the separatrix shown in Fig. 2 (b) and in Fig. 3 . The inner strikeline is located on the vertical target, the outer strikeline on the horizontal target.
The corresponding PBGs for the divertor ohmic, L-and H-mode phases were provided by the coupled fluid plasma edge and kinetic neutral transport code EDGE2D-EIRENE [35] [36] [37] . As an illustrative example of the ERO2.0 simulation results, Fig. 3 (left) shows the flux of eroded Be, colour-mapped to the 3D wall geometry, for the ohmic phase. One can see comparable levels of erosion on both IW and OW poloidal limiters. Similar patterns are observed for the L-and H-mode phases (not shown here).
In a similar way, Fig. 3 (right) shows the flux of Be gross deposition, obtained as a result of the trajectory tracing of Be test particles. Although a fraction of the eroded Be is deposited back on the limiters, in particular the OW limiters, the major part migrates into the divertor. The main Be deposition area is found on top of the inner divertor. The same Be deposition zone was identified in the post-mortem analysis [4, 5] and modelling with the 2D global erosion and deposition code WallDYN [38, 39] . In this zone, thick Be layers are formed, which are responsible for 45% of the overall long-term fuel retention due to co-deposition [6] . Fig. 3 also shows significant gross deposition at the vertical and horizontal targets close to the strike points.
Note that the net deposition found by post-mortem analysis and WallDYN modelling are much lower than gross deposition in these areas. For the calculation of net deposition and fuel retention in ERO2.0, the growth and re-erosion of deposited Be layers on top of the W should be considered. As a first improvement, the dynamics of deposited layers could be described using the homogeneous mixing model (HMM), which was already used in ERO1.0 [40] but not implemented yet in ERO2.0.
Cross-field drifts are automatically included in the impurity transport model of ERO2.0. In the EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations of the PBGs, however, drifts can be switched on and off. Their presence or absence has an indirect effect on ERO2.0 results, namely by affecting the plasma parameters and in particular the SOL plasma flows, which in turn have a strong effect on the long-range Be transport due to entrainment and on the resulting deposition patterns. For the simulation shown in Fig. 3 , an EDGE2D-EIRENE PBG is used in which drifts ( × E B ) were not included. When drifts are included (results not shown here), the Be deposition decreases in the outer divertor but increases in the IW and inner divertor. The reason is illustrated in Fig. 4 , which shows the flow velocity component v ∥ parallel to the magnetic field in plasma edge as simulated by EDGE2D-EIRENE. For better illustration, only a part of the poloidal cross-section is shown (low-field side) where the stagnation zone occurs (indicated by red arrows). Parallel flow regions (blue) enhance the transport towards the IW and inner divertor, anti-parallel regions (red) enhance the transport towards the outer divertor. For the ohmic phase ( Fig. 4 left) , the consideration of drifts shifts the stagnation zone down towards the outer divertor. Thus, a larger OW area adjoins the region of upward flow, which means that the eroded Be is more likely to migrate to the IW and inner divertor. For the L-mode phase (Fig. 4 right) , which has a higher plasma collisionality than the ohmic phase, the effect is much less pronounced. The higher collisionality results in weaker parallel temperature gradients and electric fields, thus reducing drifts. For the H-mode phase, EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations were available only without drifts at the time of writing this paper, so a comparison could not be done in that case.
Spectroscopically filtered wide-angle cameras are a useful means of illustrating the effect of drifts, but also for a general verification of the erosion and transport modelling. Fig. 5 shows experimental and synthetic images of Be II line emission at 527 nm in the divertor (JET "KL11" endoscope [41] ). The latter ones are calculated using a synthetic diagnostic recently implemented in ERO2.0, which allows rendering 2D images from the 3D light emission patterns of impurities simulated by the code [7] .
The top row of images shows the ohmic phase. In the experiment (top left), the strongest emission is seen as a bright plume at the inner vertical target. This corresponds to the area just above the inner strikeline, where a high flux of Be particles (coming from the main chamber) is reflected at the target plate and immediately re-ionised. In the synthetic image without drifts (top middle), the main emission comes from the horizontal target, due to the Be particles reflected next to the outer strikeline. When drifts are taken into account (top right), the emission at the horizontal target is reduced in favour of the inner vertical target, which makes the image resemble the experimental one more closely.
The opposite trend is observed for the L-mode phase in the bottom row of images. Here, the main emission is observed in the outer divertor in the experimental image. The synthetic image overestimates the emission in the inner divertor, particularly at its top. This discrepancy is worsened by taking drifts into account, which again enhance the transport to the inner divertor.
Resolving the apparent discrepancy between spectroscopy, postmortem analysis and modelling requires a more thorough analysis (taking into account e.g. additional camera images with different filters and fields-of-view). Moreover, the experimental and synthetic images cannot be compared one-to-one yet due to uncertainties in the camera parameters assumed in the model (pupil position, view direction, fieldof-view angle) and its negligence of aberration effects. These uncertainties should be investigated using specialised camera calibration tools such as Calcam 3 . Alternatively, one might envisage a comparison of the simulated Be line emission in the poloidal plane with tomographic reconstructions of the experimental one.
The PBGs are another source of uncertainty, since these determine the Be erosion patterns. The shape of an emission cloud also depends on the Be transport and line emission properties, which are affected by the plasma density and temperature (via the ADAS ionisation rates and photon efficiencies [19] ) and flow velocity (via entrainment). A too low density or temperature in the PBG, and thus a too low Be ionisation rate, could explain why the emission clouds in the synthetic images appear more diffuse than those in the experimental images (seen especially in the upper right corner).
Furthermore, as mentioned above, the growth and re-erosion of Be deposited layers is neglected here, which could easily change the erosion and thus the emission patterns in the synthetic images. Regardless of these present uncertainties, we can conclude that drifts and entrainment play an important role in the global migration of Be. This 3 https://github.com/euratom-software/calcam/.
highlights the importance of considering drifts in edge codes [42] , such as EDGE2D-EIRENE or SOLPS-ITER [43] .
Finally, we quantitatively compare the Be limiter erosion in divertor configuration to the one in limiter configuration, which was discussed in the previous section. Fig. 6 shows the experimental and modelled Be effective yield for the different phases of the monitoring discharge. The Fig. 1 . Here, the value modelled using the 0% D surface content assumption is shown. For the divertor phases, the local temperature is below T 5 e loc eV. Therefore, the 50% D assumption is used for the modelling of these phases.
Quantitatively, the experimental values are reproduced by the modelling within about a factor of two, with the largest discrepancy found for the L-mode. One can also see that the modelling systematically underestimates the erosion in the diverted phases. Qualitatively, the basic trend seen in the experiment is well reproduced by the modelling: with increasing heating power and improving confinement, the effective yield drops by more than two orders of magnitude. However, while in the experiment the H-mode shows less erosion than the L-mode, in the modelling it is vice versa.
As described above, the discrepancy is mainly a consequence of the uncertainty in the input PBGs. The EDGE2D-EIRENE PBGs are wellverified on the divertor targets by experimental Langmuir probe profiles. However, the verification of upstream profiles is more elaborate: while the density n e could be matched to experimental data from the Lithium beam diagnostic [44] , which measures vertically from the top of the machine, the temperature T e could be compared only to HRTS, which shows a large scattering in the SOL.
Since the EDGE2D-EIRENE grid extends only a few centimetres into the SOL, a gap between grid boundary and wall remains. The gap is about 4cm to 6cm in the case of the IMP. Extrapolation is required in radial direction to obtain the plasma parameters at all surface locations. The flow velocity is assumed to remain constant, while an exponential decay is assumed for electron density and temperature. The decay length is obtained by exponentially fitting the input PBG radial profile just before the boundary at each poloidal location. Although this exponential decay approach in the SOL is reasonable in the frame of the so-called simple SOL model [26] , it is also known that the SOL can exhibit regions in radial direction with different decay lengths ("near" and "far" SOL) [45] . This is neglected here by taking a single decay length for each poloidal location. The resulting uncertainty highlights the importance of models in which the computational grid extends to the surface, such as those used in the codes SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE [46] and EMC3-EIRENE [47] .
Furthermore, neglecting the erosion mechanism of CAPS is less justified in diverted discharges than in limited discharges, in which it is often suppressed by the high limiter surface temperature, so that the physical sputtering dominates the erosion. Since limiter heating by plasma contact does not play a role in diverted discharges, CAPS can easily explain the systematic underestimation of the effective yields in Fig. 6 .
Erosion by CXN impact also deserves more attention in the divertor configuration than in limiter configuration. In Fig. 6 , it is actually not expected to be the dominant erosion mechanism, since the effective yields are measured in a plasma-wetted area where ion fluxes are typically much stronger than CXN fluxes. However, CXN impact occurs more-or-less homogeneously on the entire wall, including shadowed and recessed regions, while ion impact is strongly localised on plasmawetted areas. Therefore, CXN is very important if one were to estimate the total Be source, since it is integrated over a larger area. The implementation and evaluation of the CXN sputtering mechanism in ERO2.0 is ongoing. Here, the main difficulty lies in obtaining the fluxes of the neutrals, as well as their impact angle and energy distributions. These can be provided by edge codes producing the input PBGs, but again extrapolation to remote locations on the 3D limiter surfaces is necessary. Furthermore, obtaining the distributions for each wall location requires either large numerical effort or additional assumptions.
Conclusions and outlook
The recent modelling analysis of Be erosion at JET-ILW [8] was revisited with the new code ERO2.0. Due to the global modelling approach of ERO2.0, an important uncertainty of the previous local ERO1.0 modelling is improved, namely the role of Be self-sputtering in the interpretation of the results. After including this erosion mechanism in the modelling, it is shown that the assumption of a high D surface content (50%) in the Be surface does not contradict the experimental observations for the effective sputtering yield, which is consistent with the previous findings in [8] . The present modelling also indicates that the D surface content may be lower during limited discharges with a low-density, high-temperature and Be-rich plasma that were also part of the Be erosion experiment.
The analysis was further extended by applying ERO2.0 to diverted discharges for the first time. We qualitatively confirm the significance of Be migration into the divertor, in particular to the top of the inner divertor, which is in line with post-mortem analysis results. It was found that the Be migration pattern is strongly affected by entrainment with the SOL flows of the main plasma. Those are taken as an input to ERO2.0 from EDGE2D-EIRENE, and change significantly if cross-field drifts are considered in the latter.
This interpretation of the results should not be seen as final, since many uncertainties remain that have a large impact on the simulated effective sputtering yield. They are mainly related to • the treatment of additional erosion mechanisms (CAPS and CXN impact).
• the description of the wall dynamics (D content in the Be surface, growth and re-erosion of co-deposited layers in the divertor).
• the test particle approximation, which becomes invalid for very strong impurity sources.
• the input PBGs, which require extrapolation to the surface and lack experimental verification there.
These uncertainties currently obscure the interpretation of the effective yield. They are also the reason for the observed discrepancies between experimental and synthetic spectroscopically filtered wideview camera images. This motivates further analysis and refinement of the model.
The uncertainty in the PBG is considered especially important. However, the strong dependence of ERO2.0 results on those can be seen as an advantage, since ERO2.0 provides additional means for the verification of other edge codes, e.g. using its synthetic diagnostics for wide-view camera images. The global modelling approach of ERO2.0 can be utilized to reduce the uncertainty in PBGs using multiple diagnostics at different locations in a synergistic verification procedure. Also, the flexible infrastructure of ERO2.0 allows to easily import PBGs from different edge codes, thus it can be used for cross-validating those.
